Favorite Poems Old And New
By Helen Ferris
When people should go to the ebook stores, search instigation by
shop, shelf by shelf, it is in fact problematic. This is why we allow
the book compilations in this website. It will categorically ease
you to look guide favorite poems old and new by helen ferris
as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in reality
want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or
perhaps in your method can be every best place within net
connections. If you object to download and install the favorite
poems old and new by helen ferris, it is completely simple then,
previously currently we extend the link to buy and create
bargains to download and install favorite poems old and new by
helen ferris in view of that simple!

Wake Up! - Helen Frost
2017-03-14
Simple poetic language and
close-up photographs invite
readers to explore all the baby
animals who are born during
spring.
Keesha's House - Helen Frost
2016-09-06
An unforgettable narrative
collage told in poems Keesha
has found a safe place to live,
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and other kids gravitate to her
house when they just can't
make it on their own. They are
Stephie – pregnant, trying to
make the right decisions for
herself and those she cares
about; Jason – Stephie's
boyfriend, torn between his
responsibility to Stephie and
the baby and the promise of a
college basketball career;
Dontay – in foster care while
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his parents are in prison,
feeling unwanted both inside
and outside the system;
Carmen – arrested on a DUI
charge, waiting in a juvenile
detention center for a judge to
hear her case; Harris –
disowned by his father after
disclosing that he's gay, living
in his car, and taking care of
himself; Katie – angry at her
mother's loyalty to an abusive
stepfather, losing herself in
long hours of work and school.
Stretching the boundaries of
traditional poetic forms –
sestinas and sonnets – Helen
Frost's extraordinary debut
novel for young adults weaves
together the stories of these
seven teenagers as they
courageously struggle to hold
their lives together and
overcome their difficulties.
Keesha's House is a 2004 Bank
Street - Best Children's Book of
the Year.
Step Gently Out - Helen Frost
2018-02-13
Stunning close-up photography
and a lyrical text implore
children to look more closely at
the world around them.
A Mother's Poem - Helen
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Millman 2020-08-13
While consciously noticing
ourselves in the moment, we
allow ourselves to remain
present and to manifest a new
experience with our loved ones.
This book is an expression of
unconditional love and
gratitude. Loving the tangible
"now" distracts an old pain. I
love deep imagination and
words of positive influence. We
live in an emotional world and
when that emotion is expressed
creatively, I believe that we
manifest love, healing and
hope.
The Wife of Martin Guerre Janet Lewis 2013-07-15
In this new edition of Janet
Lewis’s classic short novel, The
Wife of Martin Guerre, Swallow
Press executive editor Kevin
Haworth writes that Lewis’s
story is “a short novel of
astonishing depth and
resonance, a sharply drawn
historical tale that asks
contemporary questions about
identity and belonging, about
men and women, and about an
individual’s capacity to act
within an inflexible system.”
Originally published in 1941,
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The Wife of Martin Guerre has
earned the respect and
admiration of critics and
readers for over sixty years.
Based on a notorious trial in
sixteenth-century France, this
story of Bertrande de Rols is
the first of three novels making
up Lewis’s Cases of
Circumstantial Evidence suite
(the other two are The Trial of
Sören Qvist and The Ghost of
Monsieur Scarron). Swallow
Press is delighted and honored
to offer readers beautiful new
editions of all three Cases of
Circumstantial Evidence
novels, each featuring a new
introduction by Kevin Haworth.
Autobiography of Red - Anne
Carson 2013-03-05
The award-winning poet
reinvents a genre in a stunning
work that is both a novel and a
poem, both an unconventional
re-creation of an ancient Greek
myth and a wholly original
coming-of-age story set in the
present. Geryon, a young boy
who is also a winged red
monster, reveals the volcanic
terrain of his fragile, tormented
soul in an autobiography he
begins at the age of five. As he
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grows older, Geryon escapes
his abusive brother and
affectionate but ineffectual
mother, finding solace behind
the lens of his camera and in
the arms of a young man
named Herakles, a cavalier
drifter who leaves him at the
peak of infatuation. When
Herakles reappears years later,
Geryon confronts again the
pain of his desire and embarks
on a journey that will unleash
his creative imagination to its
fullest extent. By turns
whimsical and haunting,
erudite and accessible, richly
layered and deceptively simple,
Autobiography of Red is a
profoundly moving portrait of
an artist coming to terms with
the fantastic accident of who
he is. A NEW YORK TIMES
NOTABLE BOOK OF THE
YEAR National Book Critics
Circle Award Finalist "Anne
Carson is, for me, the most
exciting poet writing in English
today." --Michael Ondaatje
"This book is amazing--I
haven't discovered any writing
in years so marvelously
disturbing." --Alice Munro "A
profound love story . . .
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sensuous and funny, poignant,
musical and tender." --The New
York Times Book Review "A
deeply odd and immensely
engaging book. . . . [Carson]
exposes with passionate force
the mythic underlying the
explosive everyday." --The
Village Voice
Fontanelle - Helen Sheppard
2021-09-16
Fontanelle, is about 'soft spots',
birth, women and those whose
voices are often unheard.
Helen has long family
connections to care: aunt a
midwife from 1941, her mum
worked at a transplant
hospital, and her Dad passed
down a quirky nature. All these
influence her reasons to
become a nurse and midwife.
This debut collection is her
'take' on the complexities and
joys of care, duty, burnout and
friendships. Unexpected tender
pockets of tragedy and humour
in poetry and letters.
The Golden Christmas Tree Jan Wahl 2010-09-14
From the Golden Books
archives comes a classic
Christmas tale by a master
storyteller and one of the great
favorite-poems-old-and-new-by-helen-ferris

Golden Books illustrators. A
forest is hushed for the
animals' Christmas. The
elephant brings a fir tree from
far away, and the animals
gather silently. . . . The
kangaroos decorate the tree
with pinecones, and the giraffe
places a star at the top. “Now,
as it happened before, the lion
lay down with the lamb. . . .”
This beautifully told story by
noted author Jan Wahl is
brought to life with richly
textured paintings by Caldecott
Medalist Leonard Weisgard,
celebrating the majesty and
wonder of Christmas. It was
originally published in 1988.
On Whitman - C. K. Williams
2017-01-31
In this book, Pulitzer
Prize–winning poet C. K.
Williams sets aside the mass of
biography and literary criticism
that has accumulated around
Walt Whitman and attempts to
go back to Leaves of Grass as
he first encountered it—to
explore why Whitman's epic
"continues to inspire and
sometimes daunt" him. The
result is a personal
reassessment and appreciation
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of one master poet by another,
as well as an unconventional
and brilliant introduction to
Whitman. Beautifully written
and rich with insight, this is a
book that refreshes our ability
to see Whitman in all his
power.
Helen in Egypt - Hilda Doolittle
1974
The fabulous beauty of Helen
of Troy is legendary. But some
say that Helen was never in
Troy, that she had been
conveyed by Zeus to Egypt, and
that Greeks and Trojans alike
fought for an illusion. A fiftyline fragment by the poet
Stesichorus of Sicily (c.
640-555 B.C.), what survives of
his Pallinode, tells us almost all
we know of this other Helen,
and from it H. D. wove her
book-length poem. Yet Helen in
Egypt is not a simple retelling
of the Egyptian legend but a
recreation of the many myths
surrounding Helen, Paris,
Achilles, Theseus, and other
figures of Greek tradition,
fused with the mysteries of
Egyptian hermeticism.
Wallace Stevens - Helen
Vendler 1986
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Discusses the difficult style of
Wallace Stevens, looks at his
major themes, and analyzes, in
detail, several of his poems
The Penguin Anthology of
Twentieth-century American
Poetry - Rita Dove 2011
This collection of modern
American poetry features the
most significant and
compelling work by the most
influential voices of the
twentieth century.
Five Girls who Dared - Helen
Josephine Ferris 1931
Extracts from the
autobiographies of five women
who accepted and met unusual
challenges in their lives:
Amelia Earhart, Louise de
Koven Bowen, Josephine De
Mott Robinson, Elisabeth
Marbury, and Marie, Grand
Duchess of Russia.
The Shadow of Sirius William Stanley Merwin 2009
This volume presents a
collection of poems reflecting
the author's life. Mysteries of
light, darkness, temporality,
and eternity weave throughout
his poetry. His memories are
focused and profound, of
Pennsylvania miners and
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neighborhood streetcars, a
conversation with a boyhood
teacher or parent, the distinct
qualities of autumnal light and
gentle rain, well-cultivated
loves, and "our long evenings
and astonishment." From the
universe's contradictions, the
author once again calls upon
the unexpected to illuminate
existence.
Diamond Willow - Helen Frost
2016-09-06
There's more to me than most
people see. Twelve-year-old
Willow would rather blend in
than stick out. But she still
wants to be seen for who she
is. She wants her parents to
notice that she is growing up.
She wants her best friend to
like her better than she likes a
certain boy. She wants, more
than anything, to mush the
dogs out to her grandparents'
house, by herself, with Roxy in
the lead. But sometimes when
it's just you, one mistake can
have frightening consequences
. . . And when Willow stumbles,
it takes a surprising group of
friends to help her make things
right again. Using diamondshaped poems inspired by
favorite-poems-old-and-new-by-helen-ferris

forms found in polished
diamond willow sticks, Helen
Frost tells the moving story of
Willow and her family. Hidden
messages within each diamond
carry the reader further, into
feelings Willow doesn't reveal
even to herself. Diamond
Willow is a 2009 Bank Street Best Children's Book of the
Year.
Manger - Lee Bennett Hopkins
2014-09
In this poetry collection, each
animal is allowed to greet Jesus
on the night of the first
Christmas, from sheep
whispering to the baby Jesus to
a goat's lighthearted mischief
causing laughter.
Favorite Poems Old and New 1957-09-01
"Children are poets before they
grow up and they should live
with poems. I hope this book
will encourage them to do
so."—Eleanor Roosevelt
Beloved and treasured for over
60 years, here is the only
poetry collection your family
needs—brimming with favorite,
classic poems carefully
selected to inspire young
readers. Over 700 classic and
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modern poems written by poets
from William Shakespeare to J.
R. R. Tolkien, Emily Dickinson
to Langston Hughes, and
covering a range of favorite
topics—pets, playtime, family,
nature, and nonsense—ensure
that there’s a poem to please
every child. A truly
comprehensive collection that
is the ideal way of introducing
children to the joys of reading
poetry. "If your children think
they don't like poetry, expose
them to this collection . . . and I
defy them to resist its
magic."—Kirkus "A fine book
for parents to read aloud to
their children."—Library
Journal "This volume stands
out for the comprehensiveness
of its selection."—The Horn
Book
Someone Cares - Helen Steiner
Rice 1972-04
Poetry bringing cheer, hope,
and love, accompanied by fullcolor watercolor illustrations.
A Wave - John Ashbery
2014-09-09
One of Ashbery’s most
acclaimed and beloved
collections since Self-Portrait
in a Convex Mirror, filled with
favorite-poems-old-and-new-by-helen-ferris

his signature wit and generous
intelligence The poems in John
Ashbery’s award-winning 1984
collection A Wave address the
impermanence of language, the
nature of mortality, and the
fluidity of
consciousness—matters of life
and death that in other hands
might run the risk of
sentimentality. For John
Ashbery, however, these
considerations provide an
opportunity to display his
prodigious poetic gifts: the
unerring ear for our evolving
modern language and its everexpanding universe of
meanings, the fierce eye
trained on glimmers
underwater, and the wry
humor that runs through
observations both surprising
and familiar. As the poem “The
Path to the White Moon” has it,
“We know what is coming, that
we are moving / Dangerously
and gracefully / Toward the
resolution of time / Blurred but
alive with many separate
meanings / Inside this
conversation.” The long title
poem of A Wave, which closes
the book, is considered one of
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Ashbery’s most distinguished
works, praised by critic Helen
Vendler for its “genius for a
free and accurate American
rendition of very elusive inner
feelings, and especially for
transitive states between
feelings.” Winner of both the
Lenore Marshall Poetry Prize
and the Bollingen Prize, this
book is one to be read, reread,
and remembered.
Always a Springtime - Helen
Steiner Rice 1987
Collected here are sensitive
poems, filled with hope,
because they spring from the
heart of a poet who counts
hope and faith as intimate
friends. (inside jacket cover.).
Shaler's Fish - Helen
Macdonald 2016-02-02
“Devoted readers of H Is for
Hawk will find Macdonald’s gift
for stunning language, patient
curiosity, and expansive
wisdom on full display in her
poems.”—Publishers Weekly
From the naturalist and author
of the New York Times
bestseller H is for Hawk, which
appeared on more than twentyfive Best Books of the Year
lists, Shaler’s Fish is a
favorite-poems-old-and-new-by-helen-ferris

collection of poetry that roams
both the outer and inner
landscapes of the poet’s
universe, seamlessly fusing
reflections on language,
science, and literature with the
loamy environments of the
natural worlds around her.
Moving between the epic (war,
history, art, myth, philosophy)
and the specific (CNN, Ancient
Rome, Auden, Merleau-Ponty),
Helen Macdonald examines
with humor and intellect what
it means to be awake and
watchful in the world. These
are poems that probe and
question, within whose nimble
ecosystems we are as likely to
encounter Schubert as we are
“a hand of violets,” Isaac
Newton as a “winged quail on
turf.” Nothing escapes
Macdonald’s eye and every
creature herein—from the
smallest bird to the loftiest
thinker—holds a significant
place in her poems.
“Macdonald is a poet of vision
and sound, oracular one
moment and playful the next,
whose first love and only
loyalty is to the music of
words.” –O, the Oprah
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Magazine
The animals of the Bible - 1875
Last Looks, Last Books Helen Vendler 2010-03-01
Modern American poets
writing in the face of death In
Last Looks, Last Books, the
eminent critic Helen Vendler
examines the ways in which
five great modern American
poets, writing their final books,
try to find a style that does
justice to life and death alike.
With traditional religious
consolations no longer
available to them, these poets
must invent new ways to
express the crisis of death, as
well as the paradoxical
coexistence of a declining body
and an undiminished
consciousness. In The Rock,
Wallace Stevens writes
simultaneous narratives of
winter and spring; in Ariel,
Sylvia Plath sustains
melodrama in cool formality;
and in Day by Day, Robert
Lowell subtracts from
plenitude. In Geography III,
Elizabeth Bishop is both caught
and freed, while James Merrill,
in A Scattering of Salts, creates
favorite-poems-old-and-new-by-helen-ferris

a series of self-portraits as he
dies, representing himself by
such things as a Christmas
tree, human tissue on a
laboratory slide, and the
evening/morning star. The
solution for one poet will not
serve for another; each must
invent a bridge from an old
style to a new one. Casting a
last look at life as they
contemplate death, these
modern writers enrich the
resources of lyric poetry.
Under Storm's Wing - Helen
Thomas 2012-07-27
Here is a portrait of the poet by
his wife which has no equal,
not even in Mary Shelley's
sketches of her husband.New
StatesmanUnder Storm's Wing
collects all that Helen Thomas
(1877-1967) wrote about the
poet Edward Thomas
(1878-1917): the celebrated
volumes As It Was and World
Without End, her letters to
Edward, and separate memoirs
of her meetings with W.H.
Davies, D.H. Lawrence, Ivor
Gurney, Eleanor Farjeon,
Robert Frost and W.H. Hudson.
The book has been assembled
by Myfanwy, the youngest
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daughter of Edward and Helen.
Myfanwy includes her own
enchanted account of
childhood with her father, and
the tragedy of his death at the
Battle of Arras in 1917. She
adds an appendix of six letters
from Robert Frost to Edward
Thomas.Helen wrote As It Was,
the story of her courtship and
early marriage, shortly after
Edward's death, and World
Without End a few years later.
In the original editions and
later reprints fictitious names
were used for the protagonists.
In this edition the actual names
are restored.The book provides
a brilliant, lasting evocation of
one of Britain's best-loved
poets.
A Token of Love - Helen Exley
1995
A Token of Love features 64
pages of the finest poetry and
classic art paintings, capturing
the essence of romance. A
timeless keepsake. Poetry with
matching paintings selected by
Helen Exley.
The Ocean, the Bird, and the
Scholar - Helen Vendler
2015-04-20
A Times Higher Education
favorite-poems-old-and-new-by-helen-ferris

Book of the Week One of our
foremost commentators on
poetry examines the work of a
broad range of nineteenth- and
twentieth-century English,
Irish, and American poets. The
Ocean, the Bird, and the
Scholar gathers two decades’
worth of Helen Vendler’s
essays, book reviews, and
occasional prose—including the
2004 Jefferson Lecture—in a
single volume. “It’s one of
[Vendler’s] finest books, an
impressive summation of a
long, distinguished career in
which she revisits many of the
poets she has venerated over a
lifetime and written about
previously. Reading it, one can
feel her happiness in doing
what she loves best. There is
scarcely a page in the book
where there isn’t a fresh
insight about a poet or poetry.”
—Charles Simic, New York
Review of Books “Vendler has
done perhaps more than any
other living critic to shape—I
might almost say ‘create’—our
understanding of poetry in
English.” —Joel Brouwer, New
York Times Book Review
“Poems are artifacts and
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[Vendler] shows us, often
thrillingly, how those poems
she considers the best
specimens are made...A reader
feels that she has thoroughly
absorbed her subjects and
conveys her understanding
with candor, clarity, wit.”
—John Greening, Times
Literary Supplement
Dickinson - A Kingsley Porter
University Professor Helen
Vendler 2010-09-07
Seamus Heaney, Denis
Donoghue, William Pritchard,
Marilyn Butler, Harold Bloom,
and many others have praised
Helen Vendler as one of the
most attentive readers of
poetry. Here, Vendler turns her
illuminating skills as a critic to
150 selected poems of Emily
Dickinson. As she did in The
Art of Shakespeare’s Sonnets,
she serves as an incomparable
guide, considering both
stylistic and imaginative
features of the poems. In
selecting these poems for
commentary Vendler chooses
to exhibit many aspects of
Dickinson’s work as a poet,
“from her first-person poems to
the poems of grand
favorite-poems-old-and-new-by-helen-ferris

abstraction, from her ecstatic
verses to her unparalleled
depictions of emotional
numbness, from her comic
anecdotes to her painful poems
of aftermath.” Included here
are many expected favorites as
well as more complex and less
often anthologized poems.
Taken together, Vendler’s
selection reveals Emily
Dickinson’s development as a
poet, her astonishing range,
and her revelation of what
Wordsworth called “the history
and science of feeling.” In
accompanying commentaries
Vendler offers a deeper
acquaintance with Dickinson
the writer, “the inventive
conceiver and linguistic shaper
of her perennial themes.” All of
Dickinson’s
preoccupations—death,
religion, love, the natural
world, the nature of
thought—are explored here in
detail, but Vendler always
takes care to emphasize the
poet’s startling imagination
and the ingenuity of her
linguistic invention. Whether
exploring less familiar poems
or favorites we thought we
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knew, Vendler reveals
Dickinson as “a master” of a
revolutionary verse-language of
immediacy and power.
Dickinson: Selected Poems and
Commentaries will be an
indispensable reference work
for students of Dickinson and
readers of lyric poetry.
Applesauce Weather - Helen
Frost 2016-08-09
In a touching poetic novel, a
fall apple ritual—along with
some inventive
storytelling—brings a family
together as they grieve the loss
of a beloved family member.
When the first apple falls from
the tree, Faith and Peter know
that it’s applesauce weather,
even though Peter is getting a
little old for such things. It also
means Uncle Arthur should be
here to tell his stories, with a
twinkle in his eye as he spins
tales about how he came to
have a missing finger. But this
is the first year without Aunt
Lucy, and when Uncle Arthur
arrives, there’s no twinkle to
be found and no stories waiting
to be told. Faith is certain,
though, that with a little love
and patience, she and Peter
favorite-poems-old-and-new-by-helen-ferris

might finally learn the truth
about that missing finger.
Paired with warm, expressive
illustrations by Amy June
Bates, this heartfelt tale by
award-winning poet Helen
Frost highlights the strength of
family and the power of a good
story.
Favorite Poems for Children
Coloring Book - Susan Gaber
1980-01-01
Many first encounters with
great poems could be made
even more satisfying and
memorable if children could
add their own colors to the
lyrics. In this handsome
coloring book, 40 imaginative
drawings complement 17
classic poems by 11 poets ?
Rossetti, Dickinson, Carroll,
Lear, and many more. Includes
3 selections from the Common
Core State Standards Initiative:
"The Owl and the Pussy-Cat,"
"Who Has Seen the Wind?,"
and "Jabberwocky."
Our Secret Discipline - Helen
Vendler 2007-11-29
Presents an examination of
lyric form in the poetry of W. B.
Yeats.
The Poetry Teatime
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Companion - Julie Bogart
2016-04-30
A collection of public domain
poems and images to celebrate
the practice of poetry teatime
with children.
The Haw Lantern - Seamus
Heaney 2014-01-13
This collection of thirty-one
poems is Seamus Heaney's first
since Station Island. The Haw
Lantern is a magnificent book
that further extends the range
of a poet who has always put
his trust in the possibilities of
the language.
Division Street - Helen Mort
2013-09-05
*SHORTLISTED FOR THE T.S
ELIOT PRIZE AND COSTA
POETRY AWARD 2013* 'A
stone is lobbed in '84, hangs
like a star over Orgreave.
Welcome to Sheffield. Borderland, our town of miracles...' 'Scab' From the clash between
striking miners and police to
the delicate conflicts in
personal relationships, Helen
Mort's stunning debut is
marked by distance and
division. Named for a street in
Sheffield, this is a collection
that cherishes specificity: the
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particularity of names; the
reflections the world throws
back at us; the precise moment
of a realisation. Distinctive and
assured, these poems show us
how, at the site of conflict, a
moment of reconciliation can
be born.
Glad of These Times - Helen
Dunmore 2007
A celebrated winner of fiction's
Orange Prize, Helen Dunmore
is as spellbinding a storyteller
in her poetry as in her novels.
'Glad Of These Times' is full of
haunting, joyous and wry
narratives.
The Fortunate Traveller Derek Walcott 2014-09-09
Derek Walcott has for some
time been recognized as one of
the most accomplished and
resourceful poets writing in
English. The volume of his
work in The Fortunate
Traveller, which contains such
poems as "Olde New England"
and "Piano Practice," cements
this reputation.
The Myth of Water - Jeanie
Thompson 2016-07-15
In The Myth of Water: Poems
from the Life of Helen Keller,
Alabama poet Jeanie Thompson
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offers a rich collection of
poems that form an
illuminating first-person
narrative through the life of
writer and activist Helen
Keller.
The Braid - Helen Frost
2016-09-06
Two sisters, Jeannie and Sarah,
tell their separate yet tightly
interwoven stories in
alternating narrative poems.
Each sister – Jeannie, who
leaves Scotland during the
Highland Clearances with her
father, mother, and the
younger children, and Sarah,
who hides so she can stay
behind with her grandmother –
carries a length of the other's
hair braided with her own. The
braid binds them together
when they are worlds apart
and reminds them of who they
used to be before they were
evicted from the Western Isles,
where their family had lived for
many generations. The awardwinning poet Helen Frost
eloquently twists strand over
strand of language, braiding
the words at the edges of the
poems to bring new poetic
forms to life while intertwining
favorite-poems-old-and-new-by-helen-ferris

the destinies of two young girls
and the people who cross their
paths in this unforgettable
novel. An author's note
describes the inventive poetic
form in detail. The Braid is a
2007 Bank Street - Best
Children's Book of the Year.
Crossing Stones - Helen Frost
2016-09-06
Maybe you won't rock a cradle,
Muriel. Some women seem to
prefer to rock the boat.
Eighteen-year-old Muriel
Jorgensen lives on one side of
Crabapple Creek. Her family's
closest friends, the Normans,
live on the other. For as long as
Muriel can remember, the
families' lives have been
intertwined, connected by the
crossing stones that span the
water. But now that Frank
Norman—who Muriel is just
beginning to think might be
more than a friend—has
enlisted to fight in World War I
and her brother, Ollie, has lied
about his age to join him, the
future is uncertain. As Muriel
tends to things at home with
the help of Frank's sister,
Emma, she becomes more and
more fascinated by the
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women's suffrage movement,
but she is surrounded by
people who advise her to keep
her opinions to herself. How
can she find a way to care for
those she loves while still
remaining true to who she is?
Written in beautifully
structured verse, Crossing
Stones captures nine months in
the lives of two resilient
families struggling to stay
together and cross carefully,
stone by stone, into a changing
world.
All He Knew - Helen Frost
2020-08-11
A novel in verse about a young
deaf boy during World War II,
the sister who loves him, and
the conscientious objector who
helps him. Inspired by true
events. Henry has been deaf
from an early age—he is
intelligent and aware of
langauge, but by age six, he
has decided it's not safe to
speak to strangers. When the
time comes for him to start
school, he is labeled
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"unteachable." Because his
family has very little money, his
parents and older sister, Molly,
feel powerless to help him.
Henry is sent to Riverview, a
bleak institution where he is
misunderstood,
underestimated, and harshly
treated. Victor, a conscientious
objector to World War II, is
part of a Civilian Public Service
program offered as an
alternative to the draft. In
1942, he arrives at Riverview
to serve as an attendant and
quickly sees that Henry is far
from unteachable—he is brave,
clever, and sometimes
mischievous. In Victor's care,
Henry begins to see how things
can change for the better.
Heartbreaking and ultimately
hopeful, Helen Frost's All He
Knew is inspired by true events
and provides sharp insight into
a little-known element of
history.
Collected Poems - Helen
Burness Cruickshank 1971
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